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" ...take a look at hisiofy through the
eyes Of the people who made it."
-Katherine Wright Hudec
Film-maker, producer and great-grand niece of the Wright brothers

University archives lift PBS documentary off the ground
See story page 9
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•
Generation gap 'flavors' classrooms
Professors examine differences between traditional and non-traditional students
Mike Warren, an English in
structor and co-instructor of the
University Honors 201 class on
Generational
PerspecWright State students are not
tives,
said
in
reference
the typical young co-eds from all
ofthose' 80s movies like "Revenge to poorer academic
of
ofthe Nerds" and "Animal House." performance
younger
students,
WSU' s student population consists
of a diverse group of individuals "Older groups of pro
ranging from 16 to 76 years of age, fessors do not view
some of the problems
with a mean age of 26.6.
This causes the generation gap as generational; they
not only to exist between students just think something
and professors, but between tradi bad is happening and
tional and non-traditional students that it has been happening since 1975."
as w~ll.
Generation X consists ofpeople
The way professors treat their
students and professors' percep born between 1961 and 1981, ac
tions of their classes also tend to be cording to the book 13th Gen:
Abort, Retry, Ignore, Fail? by Neil
affected by this gap.
By KA VITA S. HATWALKAR
Research News Editor

-

Howe and Bill Strauss. This is the
generation that typically populates
college campuses. The stereotypes

''I

Wright State University stu
dents do not necessarily reflect this
stereotype only, according to
Jeanne Ballantine, di
rector of University
Center for Teaching
and Leaming and pro
fessor of sociology.
"I find if we look
carefully students at
Wright State fall into
every stereotype imag
inable," said Ballantine.
"You can't look at a stu
dent and assume what
he/she is."
Ballantine said that ifshe.had to
pick a stereotype of Wright State
students it would be of goal or
career-oriented students who take

the course they have to take to get
a degree to be able to get a job.
They appear to have the atti
tude of "lead me to that piece of
paper, so I can be successful."
Generation X students today
are better writers, in contrast to
students twenty years ago who are
better test takers, said Matthew
Melko, director of the humanities
program and professor of sociol
ogy.
Non-traditional students also
tend to be better test-takers be
cause most of the students who are
returning to school are those who
were once younger students but

find if we look care
fully students at Wright
State fall into every stereotype
imaginable."
-Jeanne Ballantine
bestowed on Generation X are that
they are "slackers," dumb, unmoti
vated and "a generation of ani
mals."

See "Learning"
continued on page 5

Campus Crime Report
BURGLARY
Mar. 31: A Hamilton Hall resident
reported his video camera stolen dur
ing spring break. The camera is valued
at $900.
Mar 27: A Hawthorn Hall resident
reported electronic equipment valued
at $1, 120 was taken from his room
during spring break.
A Hawthorn Hall resident had be
longings valued at $230 removed from
his room during spring break.
A Hawthorn Hall resident had be
longings valued at $305 removed from
his roor:n during Spring break.

Mar. 26: A Cedar Hall resident re
ported her television removed from her

TELEPHONE
HARASSMENT

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

room during spring break.

CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Mar. 21: Unknown chemicals were
dumped on the soccer field and caused
damage to the grass.
April 2: A ·Hamilton Hall resident
had the right front tire of her car slashed
while parked in Hamilton parking lot.
Mar. 29: The lock on a vending
machine located in Cedar Hall was bro
ken and items were removed.

Mar. 26: A suspect was arrested at
the Nutter Center for disorderly conducty
by intoxication and resisting arrest.

A suspect was arrested for fighting
near gate a.of the Nutter Center.
A suspect was arrested for disor
derly conduct by intoxication and ob
struction of official business on the first
floor of the Nutter Center.

Mar. 31 : A car parked in Springwood
Lane lower lot was covered in toilet
paper and soap.

Mar. 29: A Hamilton Hall woman
reported receiving a sexually explicit
phone call.

MENACING
Mar. 29: A Hamilton Hall resident
reported being assaulted in her room.

Mar. 30: A professor reported his
briefcase removed from his office in
Millett Hall.

Mar. 31: A Student Union employee
reported receiving a racist phone call in
her office.

Mar. 27: A Hamilton Hall resident
reported his CD player removed from
his room.

Mar. 26: A Laurel Hall resident
reported receiving a harassing
phonecall in her room.

A suspect was arrested for disor
derly conduct at the Nutter Center.

CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

dent was charged for phone calls he
did not make.

Mar. 28: A Student Union em
ployee reported three books removed
from her office.

THEFT

UNDERAGE
CONSUMPTION

Mar. 30: ACenterville man reported
money stolen from his desk in the Russ
Center.

March 29: A Pine Hall resident
was charged for drinking in his

Mar. 29: A Springwood Lane resi-

room.

Meetings and Events
APRIL 6
A Taste of Asia: Chinese Cuisine;
Campus Ministry Center, noon. Res
ervations required: 873-2311.
Writing Center Workshop: Sen
tence Structure Review; 3 p.m. Reg
ister: 873-4186.
Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting; 330
Millett, 6 p.m.

APRIL 7
Asian film festival: Indian Movie;
144 Russ Engineering Center, 7 p.m.
Free.
WSU Cinema: Grand Hotet, 116
Health Sciences, 8 p.m. Also playing
April 8.
Student Government meeting;
E157 A Student Union, 4 p.m.
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Seminar: "Hormonal Regulation of DNA
Replication," with Dr. Susan Gerbi,
Brown; 339 Millett, 11 :30 a.m.

APRIL 8

cil; Harbage Room, Dunbar Library, 3: 10
p.m.

p.m. For more information call 8732552.

Management president; Student
Union Multipurpose Room, 11 :30 a.m.

Artist's talk with Kathleen Browne;
Art Galleries, 1O a.m.

Writing Center Workshop: APA For
mat, 1 p.m. Register: 873-4186.

Art auction; Student Union Atrium,
exhibition at 9 a.m. and bidding starts
at 11 :30 a.m.

Asian Film Festival: Chinese Movie:

Hill of No Return; Medical Sciences
Auditorium, 2 p.m. Free.

APRIL 9
WSU Cinema: 84 Charing Cross
Road, 116 Health Sciences, 7 p.m.
Lecture: Feminist author Betty
Friedan discusses her most recent
book, Fountain of Age; Medical Sci
ences Auditorium, 7 p.m. Cosponsors:
University Art Galleries and Women's
Center.
Battle of the Bands; Multipurpose
Room, 7 p.m. Free with WSU ID.

APRIL 10
Professional Staff Advisory Coun-

Artist's talk with Margaret Mccann,
Art Galleries, 2 p.m.
Asian-American Fest: Origami dem
onstration; Student Union Atrium, 11
a.m.
Asian-American Fest video: The
Meiji Period, 1868-1912, Japanese His
tory: Its Encounter with the West, Part II;
E154 Student Union, noon.

APRILL 11
Asian-American Fest: Arts & Crafts
Showcase; Student Union Atrium, 11
a.m.
Anonymous HIV screening; Student
Health Services 067 Allyn Hall, 12:152:45 p.m. and Thursday 9 a.m.-12:15

APRIL 12
Writing Center Workshop: Gram
mar Review, 10 a.m. Register: 8734186.

Sixth annual peace lecture, "Build
ing Peace in the Community: One Con
flict at a Time," presented by the Wright
State University Peace Studies Asso
ciation ;339 Millett Hall, 2 p.m.

LIBNET Instruction: Health Sci
ence Resources; Fordham Library,
11 a.m.

Asian-American Fest panel: "Mis
conceptions about Asians," moderated
by Dr. Aminul Islam, anthropology;
E163, Student Union, noon.

COMING TO THE
NUTTER CENTER
April 14: Concert: Mary Chapin
Carpenter and The Mavericks, 8 p.m.

Euchre tournament; The Ratskellar,
6 p.m. For registration call: 873-5500.

April 21: Concert: Van H~

Contemporary Issues in Human
Resource Lecture: "Trends in Human
Resource Management: Are You Pre
pared to Confront Them?" with Michael
R. Losey, SocietyforHuman Resource
,

)' Iii
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April 22: Concert: Q~e~ryche,
8 p.m.
I
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Greek housing Co01ing· to Wright State
By .AWN RUBLE
Staff Writer
Within the next three years,
many new residential projects will
begin that will better benefit the
residents of Wright State Univer
sity, according to Michael Coakley,
director of Residence Services.
Two ofthe four biggest projects
are Greek housing and The Woods
Commons Center.
When WSU became a residential campus in 1970, with the
completion of Hamilton Hall, fac
ulty and staff did not expect more
residence halls to be built.
The WSU residential popula
tion is 2,029 and is expected to

grow, according to Coakley.
"The exact location for Greek
housing will be different from the
Greek housing for the fraternitraditional residence halls currently housing has not been set, but they
on campus.
could be along Zink Road close to
tiesandsororitiesofWSUhasbeen
the Village," said Coakley. "It will
on Residence
Services' agenda ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ take two

''I

think that the students (Greeks) will
benefit with housing that is for them
ll ,,
espeCla y.
.
.
--Gary Dickstein

for the past
thingsifwe
couple of years.
are to see
G r e e k
This year, Resi•
dence Services is
ho us i n g
here
at
moving one big
step further to
WSU: first,
make
Greek - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a n approhousing a reality.
The design would accommo- priate design for the Greek house,
By the fall of I 997, Greeks will
date the needs of the Greeks with and second, the commitment from
be able to move into their own
two or three occupants sharing a theGreekorganizationssayingthey
special housing, but it is not certain
bathroom, a common living space can fill the space."
(living room), kitchen area, and
if either frats or sororities will have
Gary Dickstein, director of
meeting rooms for organizational Gree~Life,andVillageApartments
the first house.
manager, believes there is a defiThe design of the new Greek meetings. •

nite need for Greek housing.
"I think that the students
(Greeks) will benefit with housing
that is for them especially,"
Dickstein said. "Currently they do
nothaveaplacetocallhome,such
as the students in the CHOICE
program who live in first and second floors of Boston Hall, and honors students who live in Maple
Hall. Greeks don't have that and
would definitely want that opportunity."
He also thinks the housing
wouldhelpwithrecruitment,knowing the frats and sororities have

See "Residence Services"
continued on page 4

Flack gives State of the University address
By D.RICHARD SYKES
Special Writer

photo by Roland Lamantia

WSU President Harley Flack presenting
State of the University address

Wright State University Presi
dent Harley Flack focused on the
clarity of the administration's met
ropolitan university mission, re
organization ofstaff development,
enrollment management and fu
ture technological advancement at
his "State of the University" ad
dress yesterday.
"We need a shared vision of
the future," Flack began, as he
spoke to the mainly faculty at
tendees.
Flack continued by mention
ing the three "C's" for success:
competence, collaboration, and
caring.
He first mentioned the three

"C's" goal in his inauguration ad
dress in October.
Financing and budget concerns
for the upcoming y.ear were also
discussed.
Flack would like better com
munication between budgeting and
financing.
In addition, he would like to see
a balanced budget for the 1996
fiscal year.
"I believe we have done a better
job of linking, planning and bud
geting," Flack said. "(Our) ulti
mate goal ·is to have a budget for
fiscal year '96, in terms of maxi
mum revenues and maximum ex
penditures."
The meeting's purpose was to
review the progress of Flack's ad
ministration since February, 1994.

The audience filled out 'report
cards' on the president's perfor
mance afterward.
Questions from the audience
focused on the continuing search
for a new provost and recent criti
cisms about Wright State
University's international educa
tion program.
Concerning the extended pro
vost search, Flack stated the pre
vious candidate being considered
had accepted another job offer.
"I thought it was important to
give feedback on what we are
doing and to get input," Flack
said.
Report cards may be sent
through campus mail to the
president's office located in the
administrative wing in Allyn Hall.

Animal use in research to BSU president removed
be debated at Wright State
Animal rights will be
back in the limelight tonight
in a debate over the use of
animals in laboratory re
search between a nationally
knownprimate researcher
and a Wright State Univer
sity _.professor.
Neal Rote, chair and pro
fessor of microbiology and
immunology, and professor
of obstertrics and gynecol
ogy at Wright State, will
debate Don Barnes of the
National Anti-Vivisection
Society.
Diagnosing and treating
w~
at risk of miscar
ri ~
a result of an auto
imm·une disease is just one
of the areas ofresearch Rote
has studied.

·----·-- -----·---

Rote has also conducted
research on how AIDS is
transmitted from mother to
fetus and is Wright State
University's representative
to the Miami Valley Re
gional AIDS Consortium.
Don Barnes of the Na
tional Anti-Vivisection So
ciety is a nationally known
researcher and clinical psy
chologist.
He has been a primate
researcher of 18 years at
Brooks Air Force Base.
Barnes was the main
character in the 1987 film
Project X starring Matthew
Broderick.
He was involved in re
search projects that used ani
mals, and has since written

articles for animal advocacy
publications.
He has appeared on the
Sally Jessy Raphael televi
sion show and Larry King
Live on the Cable News
Network (CNN).
David Romanelli, Wright
State University'sdirectorof
intercollegiate forensics, will
monitor the debate.
The Wright State Uni
versity Laboratory Animal
Care and Use Committee and
a Wright State student group,
Students for Animals, will
sponsor tonight's debate.
The debate will take place
in l OI Fawcett Hall at 7 p.m.
and is open to the public.
For information call 8790765.

A change of leader
ship occurred in the
Black Student Union
Monday.

LaShawne Meriwether
was removed as Black Stu
dent Union president by
BSU members at a meet
ing earlier this week.
According to Abbie
Robinson-Armstrong, ad
visor for the organization,
"The students had a meet
ing yesterday to recall her."
Tina Harris, Black Stu
dent Union vice-president,
will replace Meriwether.
Harris felt she wasn't in
any position to respond.
Meriwether could not
be reached for comment.
LaShawne Meriwether

file photo
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"Residence Services"
Continued from page 3
their own housing.
The second major project for
Residence ~ervices is a Woods
Commons Center.
This building would be simi
lar to the Forest Lane Community
Center and would be beneficial
for the residents of the Woods and
Village, according to Coakley.
The center would house the

offices for Residence Services, the
three community directors in the
Woods, meeting rooms for Com
munity Government and RCA and
recreation space.
A lounge area is also in the
design, along with a food service
operation concentrating on evening
service.
Wray Van Voorhis, assistant
director of residence operations,
said the food service in the center
would deliver pizza to all of the

News

communities, which would take
the place of having Donatos or
Dominos deliver to campus.
According to Coakley, the cen
ter is a major project with many
parties involved.
"Right now we are in the nego
tiation stage of the Commons
project. Parties involved with this
include the University, AMS and
Associates, Marriott and the Arch
Diocese of Cincinnati," Coakley
said. "The Arch Diocese has to

determine if the Campus Ministry
Center will become part of the new
building, or stay in their current
location."
The exact location has not been
set,according to Coakley, the loca
tion will be on the plot ofland to the
right of the Campus Ministry Cen
ter or in the 1ower parking lot of the
Woods, close to Pine Hall and the
Village.
Completion of the Commons
Center will not be for another year

¥

Because stuff happens.
"'Hey this is corporate America. We have to keep it clean.

It's everywhere
you "'\IVS.nt to be.®
•

C Visa US.A. Inc. 199S

because of the parties involved,
according to Coakley.
"Once the developer has the
agreements of the parties i • 1ved
on what their space will ~con
struction will start and the Com
mons Center would open in about
12 months," Coakley said. "The
Commons Center will be open in
the fall of 1996."
The community directors in
the Woods believe the expansion
is positive and will benefit Vil
lage and Woods residents.
"Woods residents will have
more c-ommon space and will be
able to interact more," said
Michele Wilson, community di
rector of the Oak/ Maple/ Pine
Community. "The new Commons
Center is a great way to build
community within the Woods. The
possibilities will be endless."
Two other projects on Resi
dence Services' agenda for the
next year include the addition of
two more College Park apartment
buildings and direct VAX lines
for Hamilton Hall.
In conjunction with the Tele
communications Office, Resi
dence Services will bring
Hamilton Hall directly on-line
with VAX, instead of students
using their phone lines in their
rooms.
"Since there are already fiber
optic lines in the Student Union,
we would extend those lines into
Hamilton Hall," said Van Voorhis.
"This is a one shot try to see how
it works. We would then look at
the possibility of connecting the
other communities directly to
VAX. There are students who want
the connectibility and we want to
see what we need to do to market
that."
The construction of two new
apartment buildings in College
Park is another project.
"Our plan is to have the two
new buildings in College Park,
adding an additional 29 apart
ments, which will open in the fall
of 1996," said Coakley. "A con
struction date has not been set
because of negotiations with the
University."
The additional 29 apartments
will bring Residence Services
closertotheir 1985 goal ofhaving
2,700 living spaces on campus.
Residence Services is taking
it year by year to move toward that
goal.
After College Park is com
pleted, they will look at the need
for more housing, and then deter
mine what other types of dorms
will be built.
"You might see a totally dif
ferent style of housing .=-1i'te1\that
point, which would be gearedihore
toward first year students or con
tinuing students," said Coakley.
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"Learning"
Continued from page 3
,._

the' ~ not do so well, and sub
sequently dropped out , said
Melko.
Beth Wharton , English in
structor and co-instructor of the
UH 20 I class, stated a reason for
people to return to college-job
retention and advancement.
People are being forced to
return to college because those
who are younger than them have
degrees, while themselves may
not.
According to Melko, people
returned to school "when the
economy was bad and they needed
to come back to get a better job,
but now the economy is good and
they can afford to come back."
Melko also said he and most
of his colleagues regard night
classes as their strongest classes
because of the higher percentage
of older students attending them.
"The older students set good
examples for the younger stu
dents," he said.
Melko also said he would pre
fer to have students of the '90s
than students of the ' 70s because

they have done more work with
interpersonal relationships .
The main difference between
the Generation X students and the
non-traditional students, who are
usually Baby Boomers, is experi
ence.
"Age is a factor that creates
experience.
It' s probably a mistake to not
acknowledge that," said Warren.
Harvey Siegal, professor of
community health and sociology
and director of Substance Abuse
Intervention Programs, said,
"Each generation comes with its
own perspective, and certainly age
and experience are very important
factors."
Siegal added that all experi
ences are important and one is not
necessarily more important than
another.
Murray thinks older students
contribute a different perspective
to the classroom environment.
"I appreciate older students.
They add a unique flavor and an
other dimension to a class," she
said.
According to Ballantine, the
general feeling professors have

about students is they are going to
try and get by with as little work
as they can, and is not just a Gen
eration X trend.
"There are some professors
-and I hear about them !- who
consider all students to be trying
to dodge work, postpone exams,
etc., and who don't give much
leeway for 'life circumstances '
like work problems and sick chil
dren, especially important to older
students. They seem not to trust
students. I find this attitude ag
gravates students very much," she
said.
Warren states a difference be
tween professors and students can
be a lack of understanding that
comments undermining people's
experience in the real world could
be taken offensively.
Wharton said most professors
teach the way they are taught un
less a conscious effort is made.
"Professors expect to have a
mirror; students should look the
way they did when they were in
college. If that is different," said
Wharton, "then it is seen as
wrong."
Sociology Professor Ellen
Murray agrees with Ballantine. "I

don't think they (Generation X stu
dents) are slackers at all ," she said.
"They have so much more to deal
with, such as violence."
Siegal said a good class occurs
when students learn from each other
and when the professor learns as
much from the students as the stu
dents do from the professor. Gen-
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eration X needs that sort of interac
tion , said Siegal.
"The challenge of a professor is
to get the different voices talking
to each other, and if he/she (a pro
fessor) discourages students by
calling them 'slackers' then the
professor is not doing a good job,"
said Siegal.

Over the Ages
By age, Wright State University has a higher than average non
traditional student population.
Here is the age breakdown of both undergraduate and graduate
students (From the WSU Fact Book).

20-24 years

38.89 %

Guardian Graphic by Julie Gerstner
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OPINION
CAMPUS AFFAIRS

The New Fascism and WSU
of are the Perkins loan, Work-Study,
subsidized Stafford loans and the
Supplemental Educational Opportu
nity Grant program.
The loss ofthe subsidized Stafford
loan alone affects 5,519 students at
Wright State.
Do Arbagi and the CRs feel those
5,519 students are not deserving stu
dents?
Perhaps even more galling than
the CR's stiff, self-righteous atti"The world needs ditch
That is why those in Washington tude about federal aid is their will
diggers, too. "
who still have a clear head and a heart ingness to speak for our founding
unencumbered by guilt and avarice fathers.
Sorry, boys, but the rest of us
Judge Spalding Smales spend tax monies on students.
America needs educated leader- peasants can interpret history for
from the movie "Caddy shack"
ship from all backgrounds, rich and ourselves.
poor, for tomorrow.
I have read Washington, Jefferson
By BILL SHEA
Slashing federal aid is cutting the and Adams and they don't come
Editorial Editor
veins that feed our nation's future across even remotely as spartan and
strength.
.
draconian as the three CRs.
Something foul was infecting the
I cannot believe members of the
Harris, Beckley and Kress were
opinion pages of The Guardian last
College Republicans would sacrifice right about the Constitution not say
week.
America's
leadership role in the next ing anything about paying for educa
The letter from the members of
the College Republicans (CR) jumps century so they could waggle their tion.
collective tongues at the Democrats
Then again, nor does the Consti
out like an open, festering sore.
We
balanced
and
bellow,
"Ha!
Ha!
tution
say anything about federal su
When I edited the letter originally,
perhighways, nuclear submarines and
I was too rushed to realize what these the budget!"
Even the CR' s advisor, Dr. Martin secret CIA wars in Southeast Asia,
people had wrought.
Upon rereading the letter I real Arbagi, comes across sounding more all things traditionally dear to the
GOP.
ized what ignorant, feckless, almost like Dr. Martin Bormann.
"I don't think college is for everyNews flash: all those things are, or
criminal tripe it was.
in
the
fedwere,paidforbytheAmericanpeople
one,
and
I
think
that
cuts
Aaron Harris, Jason Beckley and
Brady Kress, all apparently mis era] programs for college students under various Republican adminis
guided youths, called for the end to will probably not affect the qualified trations.
With the recent Republican victoand deserving students," Arbagi refederal financial aid.
ries soothing the bitter defeat of Bush
This "Gang of Three" decried fi cently said about aid cuts.
Well, doc, if they cut enough stu- in 1992, the CRs must be feeling
nancial aid as a burden to the Ameri 
dents
out you' 11 be swallowing your pretty confident.
can taxpayer, and under the guise of
Then again, Mr. Harris did not
the necessity of a balanced budget, Republican pride in the unemployment line.
mention his elitist, radical views on
caterwauled for its removal.
The
aid
programs
that
Arbagi
and
financial
aid when he ran for Student
It's fairly obvious the gentlemen
don't realize that introducing mil his ilk are supporting the elimination Government elections this past winlions of degree-less students into the
workforce would be an economic
nightmare of biblical proportions for
the United States.
How can supposedly educated
people not realize that the future of
the United States lies with its youth,
specifically college students?

Not only do our campus elitists and
wanna-be aristocrats, the College
Republicans, want to cut our federal
financial aid, but they want to speak
for our founding fathers, too

ter.
How many votes would he have
received had he been forthright with
his views?
At this point, although I am
embarassed to admit it, I tend to hold
many Republican ideals.
What I am not embarassed to ad
mit is that I receive federal financial
aid.
I am not the son of American
royalty, though my parents help with
what they can.
I have never been an exception
ally smart person or anything more
than an average athlete, so I have
never qualified for scholarships.
Financial aid and work is how I
get through school.
Without that aid, though, I couldn't
stay in school and pursue the things I
want in life.
The College Republicans and cer
tain sheltered academics like can't
seem to understand that.
Like Judge Smales said, the world
needs ditch diggers.
If anyone at Wright State should
be digging ditches, it is those with
truly ignorant views, like Harris,
Beckley and Kress.
Digging ditches, although prob
ably too good a fate for them, may
give them some insight about the
harsh realities of the real world, and
not just the fantasy land they seem to
be living in.
Anyway, it's obviously clear that
whoever is financing the education
for these fellows is the one with the
financial burden, for not only do they
still need remedial instruction in
simple economics, but human com
passion as well.

America needs educated leadership from all
backgrounds, rich and poor, for tomorrow. ·
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OP-ED

•More notes about the College Republicans
In the March 29 edition of the
Guardian, campus Republicans
showed support for the GOP' s plan
to reform American government.
As a Democrat, I will say that the
"Contract with America" or as it
should be, "Contract with big busi
ness," will definitely change the face
of American practices.
Unfortunately, what the Republi
cans are planning to do doesn't make
much sense at al 1.
First, Republicans want to elimi
nate funding for higher education.
This will in fact force students
across the nation to drop out of col
lege due to lack of finances.
Even worse, colleges may lose
funding due to lower student turn
out.
The economic impact will be se
vere.

We stand and complain about how
we rank 14th or 15th in educational
value in the world. We complain that
our children are not being educated
and will not be able to make it in the
modern work force.
If cuts are made, we will have a
less educated work force in the fu
ture.
Funding for college education is
investing in our economy.
I ask the Republicans this: What is
your goal? To move America into the
21st century with bright, educated
citizens working in high paying,
highly technological positions, the
way it should be? Or cut aid and have
an American economy driven by a
Big Mac and fries?
If campus Republicans are so sup
portive of cutting financial aid for
students, how about cutting the Re-

publicans funding as an organization
on campus?
Remember, this IS waste reduction.
The bottom line is this: cutting aid
will not reduce the deficit alone.
Actually, little money (compared
to defense and wasteful projects) is
being spent on financial aid programs.
Why cut a program that is doing
good and keeping others that are un
important and wasteful?
I want to end by commenting on
two statements made by campus Re
publicans.
First, tax paying Americans
shouldn't have to be burdened by
government subsidies on college edu
cation. My comment is we shouldn't
ha~e to bear the cost ofsending money
overseas, building prisons, and for
welfare programs, but we do because

it benefits us in the long run.
Andthecommentaboutourfounding fathers wanting it this way ts
wrong.
First, does that make it right?
I mean, our "founding fathers"
didn't want to include a Bill of Rights
to the Constitution until they were
forced to by the anti-federalists.
Our founding fathers, like you,
only thought about themselves.
You' re right, the Constitution says
nothing about financing college edu
cations.
Neither does it say we fund pris
ons, or fund other nations.
But we do it anyway.

Jeffrey R. Weir
Freshman
Political science

College Republican members accused of perpetuating class system
• I am responding to an Op-Ed piece
written by the three College Repub
licans entitled "College Republican
members call for an end to federal
financial aid" in your March 29 is
sue.
In this issue they state "students
attending currently subsidized state
schools should not become a further
burden on the taxpayers by receiving

federal financial aid."
I do not feel that students could
possibly be a burden on the taxpayer
because the students pay taxes them
selves.
I believe that every student a
chance at a college education, even if
they can't afford it.
I also believe that the only thing
you ensure by cutting federal finan-

cial aid is higher unemployment and
an increase in welfare recipients.
It is people like you, Mr. Harris,
Mr. Beckley and Mr. Kress, who
perpetuate the social class standing
as they are.
So, in response to the fact that our
founding fathers didn't support fed
eral financial aid, you didn't need a
college education in the days of our

founding fathers, so of course they
didn't need to concern themselves
with aid to college students.
This so called "Contract with
America" seems to me to be more
like a "Contract with the upper class."

Jodie Schuler
Freshman
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Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because
mental illness can oe treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a free booklet about
mental illness and its warning
signs. write to or call:
National Mental Health Association
P.O. Box 17389,

Washington, D.C. 20041

1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

Annv Reserw <'nlistmcnt
... and another $0,840 if
you qualify for the

\1ontgomcry GI Bill ...
plus help in paying off a
qualified student loan up to
$10,00(), if eligible.
You'll usually se1ve one
weekend a month plus tvm
weeks' Annual Training.
And you'll scivc with ,l'1
Anny Reserve unit near
your campus.

Over $:~3.500 toward
college - for part-time
service.
Think about it.
Then think about. us.
And call today:
513-294-3000
513-236-4811
513-276-5256
IIALl YOU CAN BL

ARMY RESERVE

In the "Real World"
You Must

'Banner year' for SOM grads
The majority of .Wright State
University medical school gradu
ates will enter primary care resi
dencies this year.
This is the highest percentage
ever achieved at Wright State.
Seventy
three percent
of 89 gradu
ates will enter
primary care
residencies.
Nationally,
51 percent of
this year's
graduating
medical students will enter primary
care residencies in family medicine, internal
medicine and pediatrics. This is
the first year that a majority of the
nation's graduating physicians
have chosen primary care residen
cies.
"This isabanneryearfor Wright
State," said Kim Goldenberg, dean
of the school of medicine. This
graduating class has some of the
best outcomes of any class since

the beginning of the medical
school."
Family medicine, one of the
three primary care specialties, was
selected by 38 percent of WSU' s
graduating students.

''T

the American Academy of Family
Physicians, WSU ranked. ;t
among the nation's medical schools
in the percentage ofgraduates (28.4
percent) entering family medicine
residencies since I980.
" 0 u r
track recprd
in primary
care demon
strates the
excellent
teaching
done by phy
sician role
models on
Wright
State's faculty," said
P a u I
Carlson, associate dean for student
affairs at WSU. "They present pri
mary care as an attractive and sat
isfying career option, and our
graduates make lasting choices."
About two-thirds of WSU
graduates have chosen primary care
residencies over the last decade,
according to Carlson. "That num
ber is about double the national
average, he said."

his graduating class has some of
the best outcomes of any class
since the beginning of the medical
school."

-Kim Goldenberg
Nationally, 15 percent of this
year's graduates will enter family
medicine.
The total number choosing fam
ily medicine - 2,08 I - is the
highest number ever, according to
Patti Shea, assistant director of
public relations at the Association
of American Medical Colleges in
Washington, D.C.
In a 1991 study conducted by

CHOO E!
A. Work Hard
Make Big $$$$
B. Don't Work Hard
Don't Make Big$$$$

College Craft hires students that are
looking for more than just another "summer
job". In today's ultra-competitive job market
it is your proven ability to make things
happen that will get you the job you want.
As a Student Manager with College Craft,
you'll get the in-depth training and day-to-day
support you need to succeed, and the
hands-on experience all the recruiters are
looking for. Unlike other "student painting"
companies, we DO NOT sell you a franchise,
make you buf your own equipment, give you
a weekend o training, and kick you out the
door. You work for College Craft, gaining the
experience of running your own business,
without the financial risk.
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Documentary portrays historic duo
By STEPHEN LAHANAS
Staff Writer
At the turn of the century, two
pioneers led the world into a new
era, bestowing on mankind an age
long dream: the gift of flight.
Orville and Wilbur Wright
lived, hoped and created in Day
ton, Ohio. This university carries
their name, and our community
has been immeasurably enriched
by their efforts.
Yet, how many of us really
know these men? What made them
who they were, and what moti
vated them to achieve such an in
credible feat?
To help answer these questions,
Katherine Wright Hudec, a film
maker and great-grand niece of the
Wright brothers, will be produc
ing a documentary on her famous
relatives for PBS's "The Ameri
can Experience."
WSU is playing a crucial role
in making Hudec's film a reality.
The WSU librarians are pro
viding access to the library's col
lection of Wright brother's memo
rabilia and are coordinating the
fina9cing of this project along with
WGBH in Boston.
"I proposed the idea for this
film two years ago to 'The Ameri
can Experience.' After WGBH
approved it, we started to look for
funding. Wright State acted as our
in state agent with the Ohio Hu
manities Council, which provided
a major portion of the start up
money," said Hudec.
,Jhe Ohio Humanities Council
l~
ly awardedagrantof$ I 7,500
and matching funds of up to $5,000
to the Wright State University Li-

braries and to WGBH to help pro
duce the film.
Kathy Heise, director of ad
vancement for the libraries, helped
write the grant.
"We're thrilled about it. We're
really proud of this collection, and
the documentary is an excellent
way to show it off. The whole idea
is that we want more people to see
it," said Heise.
The film's producer used the

The first in flight: Orville (Left)
and Wilbur Wright.
collections to lay the groundwork
for the project. Hudec has worked
on programs such as "Nova" at
Boston's PBS station, WGBH,
which is the number-one producer
of prime time programming for
public television.
"I'm basing much of the film
on what's in this archive (located
on the fourth floor of the Dunbar
Library). There is a lot of great
photographic material here. We
hope that this film will be the docu
mentary of record on the lives of
OrvilleandWilburWright.On 'The

American Experience' we take a
look at history through the eyes of
the people who made it. We'll get
a very personal view, because we' re
interested in making them hu
man ... ," said Hudec.
Al though Hudec doesn't Ii ve in
Dayton, many local relatives of the
Wright Brothers have been actively
involved in establishing the Wright
Brothers Collection at the Dunbar
Library. The collection consists of
personal, family and technical pa
pers, journals, books, diaries, pho
tographs and other memorabilia.
"Five members of the Wright
family donated the items in this
collection . Wick Wright, a grand
nephew, is helping to organize the
centennial celebration of the first
flight, which will be held here in
Dayton in 2003," said Heise.
The Special Collections depart
ment also houses twenty other
manuscript collections that relate
to the Wright family.
"One of the most interesting
aspects of the Wright Brother's
Collection is that most of the pho
tographs contained within it were
taken by Orville and Wilbur them
selves," said Heise. "They used the
pictures to document the progress
on their many projects, but there
are also a number of personal, fam
ily photos in the collection as well."
For Katherine Hudec, who vis
ited Wright State recently, view
ing the collection was more than
just another research project.
"I think that students who aren't
familiar with these collections here
should certainly come up and take
a look at them. I've been studying
them for three days, and I'm amazed
at the material that I've come

across. I grew up with the stories
about Orville and Wilbur that my
grandmother told me, but I really
didn't know a great deal about them
until I started this film and came
here," said Hudec.
The documentary has already
begun production, and some of it
will be filmed in the Dayton area.
When asked if the current threat of
budget cuts might effect the film,
Hudec ~aid, "No, but other films
like this will absolutely not be made
if those cuts happen. Producers of
documentary films use the federal
money (about 20%) from PBS and
organizations like the NEH (Na
tional Endowment for The Humani
ties) to leverage other funds. It's a
great example of a public/private partnership."
Part of the grant
given by the Ohio
Humanities Coun
cil will be used
to organize a
symposium
that will be
held
at
Wright
State when
the docu
mentary is
debuted.
The confer
ence will
explore the
differing
treatment the
Wright Broth
ers received
from the press
and the public in the
U.S. and Europe.
"The first flights
hardly got any attention here

in the U.S. at all, yet in Europe they
were going wild ... when the Wright
Brothers traveled overseas they
were greeted by huge crowds, but
the papers here in Dayton barely
covered them at first," said Heise.
After its Wright State debut,
the hour-long documentary will air
in prime time on PBS in either
January or February of 1996, ac
cording to Hudec.
Last year, A&E's Biography
Series shot a documentary on the
life and times of the Wright Broth
ers. Both the director and the.pro
ducer spent a great deal of time at
the Dunbar Library researching the
topic. The program first aired last
August and will be re
broadcast again on
that network.
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Spotlight

Mock Trial member named best attorney
WSU senior Jeff Blosser received the
highest award at the American Mock Trial
Association National Tournament.
By SHAWN RUBLE
Staff Writer
A WSU senior won the highest
award given at the Mock Trial
Association National tournament
last weekend, receiving best attor
ney.
Jeff Blosser, a political science
major, beat out students from
schools including Yale, Maryland,
Duke, and Cornell. Blosser re
ceived an All-American designa
tion as well.
Blosser is a member of the
Wright State University Mock
Trial group, which participated in
the American Mock Trial Asso
ciation (AMTA) National Tourna
ment for the 10th consecutive year.
The group tied for 6th place
overall in the tournament, ending
its season with a record of 5-3,just
two performance points out ofsec
ond place.
James Walker, professor of
political science and advisor for
WSU' s mock trial team, has been
involved with mock trial for over
IO years. He has been the advisor
for WSU' s organization since 1985

and serves on the AMTA Board of
Directors. He also serves as the
National Rules Chairman.
Organized for pre-law and lib
eral arts majors wanting to go into
law, the Mock Trial group argues a
hypothetical case each year to per
form for competitions. Every case
is authored by AMTA, and every
college-level mock trial organiza
tion tries that specific case for the
year.
This year's mock trial case,
which all of the organizations pre
sented, focused on a collision in
which a car was hit by a train,
seriously injuring the car's driver.
Trial participants tried to deter
mine who was negligent: the driver
of the car or the train operator.
Evidence for each side was pre
sented, but no verdict was put forth.
"There is no set verdict for the
case. Actually, winning is based
more on points determined of how
well a mock trial group performs
the case," said Walker. "Whoever
gets the most points out of 140
wins or qualifies."
Earlier in February, WSU's
mock trial group attended the na-

DARKSTAR
BOOKS & CD1\11CS

WSU's #1 SOURCE FOR COMIC BOOKS!
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students

New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!
WSU's Magic: The Gathering Headquarters
Just 3 miles south or WSU on
N. Fairfield Road !

Dark Star ID • 1273 N. Fairfield Rd

Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek

427-3213

photo by Eric Dunn

WSU's Mock Trial team (above) tied for sixthat the AMTA's Nationals in Des Moines, Iowa.
It marked the 10th consectuive year WSU has sent a team to the National Touranment.
tional qualifier and "performed
excellently," qualifying for the
national tournament which was
held in Des Moines, Iowa, Mar. 31Apr. 2.
At the February qualifier, sev
eral WSU students were rewarded
for their performances.
Denita Turner and Terence
Lau were voted best attorneys,
while Phillip Jullian and Jeff
Harrison were voted best wit
nesses.
When asked why
WSU has attended na
tionals for 10 years in a
row, performing so
well, Walker said it was the stu
dents' dedication.
"The students involved in mock
trial work long and hard with the
case. They take the program seri
ously and are really dedicated,"

Walker said. "Mock trial is very
competitive, and this year's par
ticipants came together and did a
great job."
Walker said most stuteam are pre- law or
liberal arts majors,
including political
science or

history. Most
are also sopho
mores, juniors,
and seniors, but Walker does en
courage freshman to participate.
"Many of the participants in the
past have gone on into law after
grad school," said Walker. "Of the
150 students who have taken part

in the program since its beginning
in 1984, about one-third have gone
on to practice law."
Terence Lau, a senior political
science major and member of the
team, wants to pursue a career in
law. Lau has been accepted to six
law schools around the country,
including Duke, Syracuse, Ohio
State, Cincinnati, Dayton, and Case
Western Reserve. He is still undecided about where he will
attend law school.
Those students who are
interestedinpartici
pating in mock trial should
contact Walker or a student in
volved in the organization. Walker,
who will be leaving next year on
sabbatical, will not be the advisor,
but a replacement will be found by
Fall 1995.
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The OHIO STATE UNIVERSI1Y OFFICE OF
MINORI1Y AFFAIRS
proudly announces a visit to your campus by the

Hispanic Graduate IProfessional Student Recruitment Initiative
Date: Friday, April 14, 1995
Time: 12:00 Noon
Place: Bolinga cultural Resources Center
Room El07 Student Union

SVNOAY, APRt 9
7PM
IN ,~E MP~

Information about admission, funding, housing, GPSVD,
and other issues. Let us know any particular questions or
concerns before we visit your campus.
For more information, call:
Karen Townsend (873-5645)
Director of Multicultural Affairs
Wright State University

Antonio Llorens (614-292-4608) fCCCn~
Graduate Administrative Associate
•
Hispanic Graduate/Professional Student Recruitment Initiative
The Ohio State University, Office of Minority Affairs
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WSU Recycling Task Force
looks out for the environment
By STEPHEN LAHANAS
Staff Writer

Most of us stuff plastic bags full of the
day's disposable artifacts and generally never
give it a second thought.
We ignore how these seemingly worth
less materials are obtained and brush off
concerns about where they'll end up. A few
years ago, Wright State University made an
important decision: it acknowledged that
trash is not worthless.
The WSU Recycling Task Force, a spe
cial committee made up of students, faculty
and administration members, instituted a
comprehensive recycling plan for the uni
versity.
The program originally began in 1991,
largely due to the efforts of Timothy Wood,
a WSU biology professor. It was during that
pilot program that "Think Twice" stickers
began appearing around campus.
The "Think Twice" campaign is an effort
· to encourage us not only to rethink how we
dispose of our waste, but also to generate the
resolve to ensure that those wastes are re
used in a second manufacturing process.
According to Randy Kleinhanz, WSU's
custodial manager, the university now col
lects an average of 13 tons of recyclable
material a month.
"Nearly every office desk on campus has
a recycling box ... and all of those are emp
tied into a larger bin for collection by the
recycling company," said Kleinhanz.
Besides boxes in department offices, there
are approximately 225 recycling containers
spread out through the corridors on campus.
Some canisters are marked "cans only," and
some canisters are designated for paper.
Canisters for non-recyclable materials are
marked "trash only."
"This was done to avoid the situation that
we had when the plan was first instituted.

Cans and trash were mixed together, and we
"We don't get paid for the recycled ma
had to separate it all out, which was very
terial, but we do get our trash picked at no
labor intensive," said Kleinhanz. "The new
cost in exchange for the recyclable material
signs ·have improved matters, but some of we give them," said Randy Kleinhanz.
While the "Think Twice" program
the materials still get tossed into the wrong
cans."
handles more traditional recycling, another
Not all of the campus is di
program on campus salvages and
sellseverythingfrom oil, to scrap
rectly included in the recy
cling program, though.
metal, and even hovercraft.
"Dining Services has
ESPM (Excess Property &
Surplus Management) has
been an important focus
of our committee. Al
operated at Wright State
though materials aren't
University for 12 years.
collected from food ser
"ESPM has been a pio
vices right now, we have
neering program; at least five
managed to reduce the
other universities have copied
amount of waste being pro
it, and many more have modified
duced there by utilizing containit to adapt to their needs," said
ers that are environmentally friendly," said
ESPM Manager Marvin Manker. "ESPM
Student Government President Toby
takes used materials from each department
Pinkerton.
at the school, sells them to outside buyers or
other university departments and then re
The Nutter Center is not currently in
cluded in the plan either, but according Kellie . turns the money from the sales to the depart
Fitzsimmons, the center's public relations
ment where the material came from."
manager, attempts are being made to change
that situation.
"We hope to integrate our offices with
the campus plan sometime soon," said
Fitzsimmons.
Students living on campus have engi
neered their own recycling efforts. Wray
Vanvoorhis, assistant director of residence
services, said that WSU's dorms and apart
ments had instituted recycling programs even
before the university did over five years ago.
"College Park and Village Woods placed
new recycling bins in their parking lots just
over a month ago," said Vanvoorhis. At
Hamilton Hall, recycling receptacles are
placed in the halls of each floor, and card
board is collected in a bin next to the build
ing.
Does the university make money off of
this refuse resource?

Jacks got wings,
but he don't fly

SPORTS BAR AND GRILL

G Disposable Facts G
O There are near]y 60,000 trash dumps
O
O
O

O

u
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in the United States.
Recycling Statutes are on the books
in 39 states.
.
Only IO percent of all discarded
plastics ever get recycled.
Americans recycle over 30 percent
of all paper, glass, steel and alumi
num cans, yet still only manage to
divert 17 percent ofmunicipal solid
wastes.
In 1994, more paper was recycled
than was put into dumps.
Currently there is a "paper war"
oing on in New York. Prices for
recycled paper have risen so much

This innovate approach has helped de
partments cope with constant budget
crunches and eliminated the waste that once
occurred on campus.
"When ESPM started, there used to be
cages filled with equipment in the base
ments. Now, used items are salvaged and
sold fairly quickly. At one point, during the
1980s, we were selling medical equipment
to the Contras and to the Sandinistas at the
same time," said Manker.
Much is being done now on campus, but
much more remains to be done. Pinkerton
and others are working to include "service
learning" credit opportunities to encourage
WSU students to get more involved in vol
unteer projects, especially ones on campus.
"A mindset of service needs to be culti
vated in the students and integrated into the
curriculum at the university," said Pinkerton.
Current Student Government Vice Presi
dent Ben Keller is planning to launch a
student-based campus environmental orga
nization in the near future.

0

0
0

0

that thieves are stealing bundles of
newspapers off the streets.
In October of 1993, Presdident Bill
Clinton ordered the federal govern
ment to use paper that contained at
least 20 percent recycled fibers.
56 percent of all newspaper was
recycled in 1992.
Nearly one-third of single family
homes are served by curbside recy
cling programs, yet they divert only
2.5 percent of total trash volume.
In the past two years, industry has
invested more than $1.5 billion in
"De-inking" facilities, which turn
old newspaper into usable pulp.

CADILLAC JACKS
WELCOMES

w.s.u.
FOOD. FUN. SPORTS

754-1061
,----------------------7
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FREE!!!

I

ONE MUG OF BEER

:

WITH COUPON <ONE PER CUSTOMER>
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Major Madness at the movies
Major Payne

*

If anyone needs proof that audiences will laugh at anything these
days, consider Major Payne, the
latest vehicle for ex-In Living Color
star Daymon Wayans. This pathetic
and sad excuse for a comedy elic
ited howls from the preview audi
ence, but the appreciation was to
tally undeserved. Perhaps those
who unwittingly cough up $6.50 to
see it will be less tolerant of its
combination of sophomoric humor
and unrepentant sadism.
Wayans plays the title charac
ter, a combat-obsessed ex-Marine
who lands a job as a Junior ROTC
instructor at a Virginia private
school. His mission is to whip a
group of sad-sack cadets- none of
whom seem likely candidates for a
volunteer military program- into
shape. Payne goes overboard with
his discipline, spending the first
half of the film cruelly degrading
and humiliating the boys.
Let's make this easy- if your
idea of a good time is watching an
obnoxious, screeching lunatic tor
ture a bunch of unappealing brats,

then Major Payne is the movie for
you. Not only does Payne force the
boys to shave their heads and march
around campus wearing dresses,
he also gets them beaten up by
other students. There's also, the
constant threat of physical vio
lence toward the children by Payne,
a sickening recurring element
does such authority, figure abuse,
really belong in a comedy?
Payne's sadistic treatment of
his young charges makes his in-

~pc>tl i g h t
ilm

evitable transformation into a car
ing father-figure all the more ludi
crous. The humor supposedly de
rives from the clash between
Payne's ramrod straight military
demeanor and our allegedly
screwed-up society. But the film
also, insists that Payne's fascist
mistreatment of the boys is right on
target: consider the second half, in
which they act on the perverse les
sons Payne has taught them, win-

ning is everything, violence solves
all problems, and a trophy is worth
more than one's self-respect. If
Wayans and his co-writers truly
believe that extremist "tough love"
measures inspire achievement, then
perhaps they might have created a
funnier movie after being smacked
a few times themselves.
The fi Im' s one bright spot is the
clever performance by Karyn Par
sons as a caring teacher who ma
nipulates Payne into submissive
ness, the same way she would an
unruly five-year-old. But this in
spired comic turn loses focus when
she inexplicably falls for Payne.
Other than that, the movie's a total
loss, from Wayan's misguided per
formance (which recycles his kid
hating Homey the Clown TV char
acter) to director Nick Castle's un
erring knack for making everyone
in the film look like refugees from
a carnival freak show. You know
you're in trouble when a movie's
opening theme song is George
Thorogood's "Bad to the Bone,"
the most overused song in recent
Hollywood film. In this case, how
ever, the selection is fitting, be
cause Major Payne truly is bad to
the bone. (Robert Meeker)
The Madness of King George

***

There are several aspects of
The Madness of King George that
deserve mention. But, if this re
view did nothing else except refer
to Nigel Hawthorne's Oscar-nomi
nated performance in the title role,
that would be sufficient.
After years on British televi
sion, Hawthorne has come into his
own as a big-screen presence por
traying King George of Britain.
He is called upon to be a man of
many parts: a sauntering king, 30

years into his reign; a devoted hus
band; a man of occasional child
like innocence and quick temper;
and most importantly, a man, in
creasingly stripped of his dignity
as a strange illness addles his san
ity. Hawthorne handles all this and
more with equal aplomb and con
viction, and there is no doubt he
carries the film in its entirety.
In 1878, King George shocked
the royal circle with bizarre behav
ior and speech. A modern diagno
sis is that he was suffering from
porphyria, an inherited unpredict
able condition that causes a meta
bolic imbalance. The result in the
king's case: insanity. Thus, strong
moves were made by the parlia
mentary opposition to have his
reign ended. Thus, Madness also
offers the drama ofa power struggle
not untypical of Roman Empire
shenanigans as a background to the
visual portrayal of the king's men
tal and emotional struggle.
The film takes on greater depth
and drama as it progresses. With
the richness ofHawthorne's acting
rising to the fore. He is well-sup
ported by great British actress
Helen Mirren, while other British
stars, including Rupert Everett, Ian
Holm and Amanda Donohoe, seem
regretfully wooden by comparison.
As a Film debut director, Nicho
las Hytner often brings an over
abundance of staginess to the pro
ceedings. This renders the scenes
occasionally stilted.
Additionally, both the script and
direction are heavy-handed at
times. It is these combined nega
tive aspects that tend to undermine
the otherwise sumptuous produc
tion.
All criticisms aside, Madness
is well worth going to see. ( Paul
Carbonaro)

Pick The Taste America Loves!
Hot Pockets And Lean Pockets Are The Tasty Hot Meals In A Crispy Crust.

• Pepperoni Pizza • Ham & Cheese
• Turkey &Ham with Cheese
• Beef-& Cheddar

• Sausage &Pepperoni Pizza Deluxe
• Turkey, Broccoli & Cheese
• Chicken Fajita

IMFG. COUPON I EXPIRES JULY 31, 1995 I

I

!Save $1.QOiWa
I when you buy any 2 packages of

:l!;:~~~:~ta::~)an Pockets•
I

This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated My other use constitutes
fraud COUPON NOT TRANSFERABLE. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE. To the
retailer Chef America w,11 reimburse you tor 1he face value of this coupon plus 8¢ Hsut>mrtted 1n compliance wrth the term of this offer. Valid only H redeemed by diSltibutors of
our merchandise Cl( anyone spectfically authorized by Chef America Cash value 1/20e.

1

l.!1~~':":-c:W°::":'::95.:..0rie~~·~R!!:..ncl..~ _s _

I
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Major Payne (Oaymon Wayans) marches his troops into a
cinematic disaster.

1) KMFDM
"NIHIL"
2) Havjobb
"Homes and
Gardens"
3) Various
"Enchantments
Cleopatra
Compilation"
4) Xorcist
"Phantoms"
5) Armageddon
Dildos "Lost"
6) Laibach "Nata"
7) Various "Black
Box 13 yrs of Wax
Trax"
8) X Marks the
Pedwalk
"Abbatoi r"
9) Leaetherstrip
"Double or
Nothing"
10) Frontline
Assembly
"Millenium"
11) Ki II Switch
Klick "Beat it to
Fit, Paint it to
Match"
12) Noise Unit
"Strategy of
Violence"
13) Sister
Machine Gun
"The Torture
Technique"
14) Foetus "Null"
. 15) Nitzer Ebb
"Big Hit"
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Mike Watt strikes a chord with Ball-Hog or Tug Boat?
Mike Watt
.all-Hog or Tug Boat?

***112
If nothing else- get this disc to
hear Flea, of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers play the Pocket Trumpet.
It's not a bass, but the Flea-man
can jam. The album is an eclectic
mix of sounds, which have been .
sadly is probably the only song on
described as "the alternative to all
the album that is being played and
alternatives," as each song retains
played and played and played. It
a powerful, raw element in its own
has gotten lots of air time and well
right whether it be brooding, wist
it
should, though most likely for
ful or tortured.
the wrong reasons
What is so appealing about
(Vedder' s popular
this disc is the fact that over 50
ity). Not to say it
artists worked on it with
isn't a worthy song,
Watt, giving each track a
with Eddie's angst
different kind of sound and
ridden screams
energy.
roaring over a
If you've had expo
, trademark Watt
sure to this album, the
j
, ' power-house bass
source most likely
.~ backdrop. A kind of
springs from
Gen X anthem
the second
song, "Against
showcasing
the 70's," fea
lyrics like.
turing Eddie
" B a b y
boomers sellVedder
of 1
ing you ru
Pearl
Jam
•
fame.
This :.!:: .J. ,., .
J mors of their

history, forcing youth away from
the truth of what's real today."
BHTB churns out sounds com
parable to from Phish to the Jesus
Lizard to Metallica to K.C. and the
Sunshine Band. The fourth track,
"Piss-bottle man"sees Evan Dando,
of the Lemonheads, offering up an
· intense set of vocals, which leads
in perfectly to the fifth track, "Chi
nese firedrill," showcasing the
philo·s ophical side of Mr. Watt,
soothing the listener and casting a

kind ofBHTB spell over the room.
I found the albums lyrics, al
though explicit, to be rather poetic
and true to life. "Sexual Military
Dynamics" for example, although
sung by Henry Rollins, states some
very good points "you secretly win
every time that you loose with your
passive/aggressive distortion
blues."
Another interesting mention
able tidbit is the track "Intense song
for Madonna to sing- [choose the

words you yourself can hear her
doingJ." It's a exercise in self
control lyrically speaking.
And ofcourse the best for last
Track 12' s, "Song for Igor," where
the bass acts as a guitar/drum/bass,
keeping the beat, playing the
melody, and salting some funky
cords during free time. It has a
jazzy element courtesy of a tenor
and alto sax, and I have to say that
I couldn't keep my dancing feet
still. I highly recomend this album.
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Special Tanning
Rates
Mon-Fri 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
$3 for 1/2 hour
Other Times
5 sessions for $15

Just 5 minutes from
Wright State and
WPAFB
Call 879-7303

Somewhere, there is someone you
want to be with. Let Greyhound
take you there. \Ve go to more
than 2400 destinations around the
country. Fares are low every day on
every bus. Just walk up and buy

your ticket. You'll be on your way
to a great time together. Don't let a
few miles stand between vou and
that special someone. To vfind out
about low fares and convenient
schedules, call 1 - 8 0 0 - 2 31- 2 2 2 2.

Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to us.

L

American Heart
AssociationsM
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Life. It's What We're Fighting For.
Medical miracles start with research.
Just ask the woman next door

who has a pacemaker,
the little boy

revived by CPR,
the grandfather

saved by a clot-busting drug.
Support research.
It gives us all a fighting chance.
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aoM LAST WEEK

YOUNGSTOWN
STATE def. WSU 12-3
YOUNGSTOWN
STATE def. WSU 2-1
WSU def.
YOUNGSTOWN
STATE 6-5

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
AKRON def. WSU 1-0
AKRON def. WSU 2-0
NOTRE DAME def.
wsu 8-0
NOTRE DAME def.
wsu 7-6
WSU def. DETROIT 5-4
WSU def. DETROIT 4-1

MEN'S TENNIS
DUQUESNE 5 WSU 1
ATHLETES OF THE
WEEK
MEN'S BASEBALL
TOM BEAM
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
ADRIENNE RISTAS
TENNIS
MIKE BALDEMOR

Falcons fall prey to Raiders
WSU comes from
behind for the victory
yesterday against
Bowling Green
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Sports Writer
And what a comeback it was.
The Wright State men's base
ball team was down 7-2 to the
Bowling Green Falcons when the
Raiders caught fire in the bottom
of the fourth inning.
WSU scored seven runs to put
them ahead at the end of the inning
9-7, but they did not stop there.
The Raiders added an additional
five runs in the fifth and sixth in
nings to put them up 14-7.
Bowling Green scored an
addtional run in the eighth, but the
final score remained in favor of
wsu, 14-8.
"That was exactly the kind of
game we needed," said senior short
stop Kris Jarosz. "We didn't give
up and hopefully this will start a
roll for us."
Senior third baseman Tom
Beam had a solo home run against
the Falcons in the fifth inning.
"I felt pretty good about the
way we played," said Beam. "We

photo by John Russell

Senior third baseman Tom Beam is ready on Wright State defense.
came back and started to hit like we
know we can."
Senior pitcher Casey Matteson
pitched five innings for the win.
Freshman outfielder Jason
Cohill contributed a double and
triple to bring in more runs for the
team.
The Raiders did not fare as well

UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S BASEBALL
WSU VS. LASALLE
SAT. APRIL 8

1:00 p.m.
WSU VS. LASALLE
SUN. APRIL 9

1:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
WSU at MARSHALL
WED. APRILS

3:00 p.m.
WSU at LASALLE
SAT. APRIL 8
11:00 a.m.
WSU at CLEVELAND
-

STATE
SUN. APRIL 9

1:00 p.m.
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Senior Sean Sullins on the mound for the Raiders.

against Youngstown State.
Wright State dropped two of
three games to the Penguins, but
salvaged a win in the third.
In a doubleheader on Saturday
the Raiders fell 2-1 to Youngstown.
Wright State scored in the first
inning, but YSU answered back
with a run in the second and an
other in the ninth for the victory.
Senior pitcher Sean Sullins
pitched a complete game and his
record stands at 4-4 for the season.
Jarosz scored the only run for
the Raiders, as well as adding a
stolen base.
Senior outfielder Doug Lowe
had two stolen bases and Bobby
Lee Coy had one.
Youngstown continued to
dominate into the next match up,
defeating the Raiders 12-3.
Jarosz contributed another
double and junior transfer Matt
Piskor added a triple.
"Piskor is hitting well right
now," said Head Coach Ron
Nischwitz.
Piskor has a .352 batting aver
age and leads the team with 24
RBI's.
Sophomore pitcher Matt Clark
went for four innings and collected
the loss, taking his record to 4-4.
On Sunday, Wright State was
out for revenge against the Pen
guins, this time going into nine
innings and coming out on top, 65.
The game seesawed back and
forth, with the Penguins scoring
two runs in the second inning.

The Raiders stayed in the game
though, answering with two in the
bottom of the inning.
When Youngstown scored
again in the top of the third, WSU
once again rallied with a run. The
trend continued, with YSU scoring
two at the top of the seventh and the
Raiders finishing them off with
two in the bottom of the eighth and
another in the ninth for the win.
Sophomore pitcher Sam
McAninich, who pitched seven
innings, was credited with the win.
"We have to have well-pitched
games," said Nischwitz. "We are
looking at different pitching and
we need someone to step up. That
will help our game tremendously."
Nischwitz is also pleased with
efforts of the freshman recruits.
"Chris Wallace is doing well in
the catcher's spot," said Nischwitz.
"It's a tough position to move into."
The team's goal is still to find
the combination to make them
click.
"We've got the ball club," said
Nischwitz. "We just have to make
a few minor improvements."
The athletes seem to share the
same mentality.
"It is up to us, to each player, to
do what he has to do," said junior
second baseman Phil Long. "If we
do that, we will hopefully come out
with a victory."
"We just need to focus on the
upcoming games and put together
a string of wins, especially confer
ence games," said Beam ...We arc
capable of being winners."
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Softball team continues to rack up victories
By l\lAGGIE HORSTMAN
Staff Writer
The Wright State women ' s softbal I team
is one \'ictory away from doubling their win
total from last season and they do not plan on
letting up.
The Raiders played three days back to
back with six games to begin this season's
first homestretch.
Last Friday, the University of Akron
visited to take on the Raiders for the first
doubleheader played on the new field.
Earlier this season, the Zips beat up on
the Raiders by the score of 8-0 at the
Winthrop Invitational in South Carolina.
WSU, seeking revenge, surprised some
people by playing tough and out-hitting
Akron in the first game.
Sophomore pitcher Ashley Anderson
gave up only four hits to help the Raiders
win, 3-2.
The team was pleased with the victory.
"It's the first time we stepped up and ·
won one when we were in the position to
win ." said Anderson.
In the second game, the Raiders found
themselves in the position to win again, but
this time could not quite pull it out.
The Zips won 5-3 in the top of the
seventh.

Anderson contributes the amount of
losses in the late innings to the youth of the
team and inexperience.
The team plans to improve upon this as
the season continues.
The next day , the Raiders took on their
first Midwestern Collegiate Conference
game of the season versus the Fighting Irish
of The University of Notre Dame.
In the first game of the doubleheader the
Raiders fell hard being shut out 8-0.
In the second game, Wright State came
back and scored six runs in the third inning
to jump out to the early lead.
Notre Dame did not give up though. The
Irish came back from behind with two home
runs and eventually won in nine innings, 7-

6.
Head Coach Sheila Nahrgang said the
second game should have been a win for the
Raiders, but the Irish are a good team and
that is why they are ranked in the top 25.
"I was pleased that we could score six
runs against a top 25 team. I think we sur
prised them," she said.
WSU finished out the weekend in good
fashion, sweeping another doubleheader
against the University of Detroit Mercy.
Errors by the Titans benefited the Raid
ers by providing them with numerous oppor
tunities to score in the first game.

The Raiders took advantage of the er
rors, scoring three runs in the third inning.
The Titans came back in the third and
fourth innings to tie the game at 3-3.
Good defense by the Raiders kept the
team in striking distance.
After the Titans went up by one run in the
top of the sixth inning, the Raiders found
themselves in the position where they had to
come back to win .
After a couple of key base hits, Wright
State ended up with the bases loaded and
only one out in the top of the seventh inning.
The Titans walked in the tying run. After
that, freshman Mindi Miller hit a line drive
to center field to win the game for the Raid
ers.
The second game was not as exciting, but
had the same result: a win.
The Raiders jumped out to an early 3-0
lead and held on to win 4-1.
WSU improves their record to 9-12, 2-2
in the MCC.
The Raiders leave for a week long road
trip beginning with Marshall, today.
The team will then travel to take on
conference opponents LaSalle and Cleve
land State. The team will finish up at Eastern
Illinois April 12.
WSU returns home April 15 to face Wis
consin-Green Bay.

photo by John Russell

A Lady Raider digs in for the pitch.

A BREAK
If you like people who make things easier for you,
then you11 love the WSU Pharmacy.
1 WSU-Pharmacy- -

We are open Monday through Friday
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can
drop by on your lunch break or on your
way home. W also have voice mail to
leave refill orders.

I
I

:ooto7

~pen 9
5.30 p.m . M -F

I
I

You will receive 50 tablets of

I
Ibuprofen (200 mg).
I
I Good with refill or new prescription I
I /
ONE COUPON PER VISIT
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_ _ Expires May 5, 1995 _
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I
5 .30 p.m. M -F
I You will receive Generic Robitussin
I
OM (4 oz.)
I Good with refill or new prescription
I I
ONE COUPON PER VISIT
I
~

_ _ ExpiresMay5,1995 _ _

Let US start making things easy for you!
fwsu-Pharmacy-I
Just call 873-3414 or drop by the wsu Ph,armacy II
in the Frederick A White Health Center.
,L.3:_.1 _ _
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I
I
I
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You will receive 15 grams

Hydrocortisone Cream (1%).
Good with refill or new prescription
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Expires May 5, 1995 _
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SU Downed by Dukes
By DAVE MAUCH
ff Writer
The men's tennis team had a
difficult time this weekend as they
dropped two consecutive matches
by a score of 5-1 to the Duquense
Dukes and the Saint Louis
Bilikens.
The first match of the weekend was on Saturday against Saint
Louis University and saw the
Raiders experience a less than
positive outcome.
In six singles matches, Wright
State was only able to muster a
single victory as Andy Audas took
care of his competition in straight
sets, 6-2, 6-1.
With the exce.ption of Audas,
the rest of team was no match for
the Bilikins as SLU bussed out of
town with an easy 5-1 victory.
"It was the best match I've
played all season," said Audas
after the victory.
Sunday seemed to be a carbon
copy ofSaturday, when the Dukes
of Duquense visited Wright State
in a match that produced yet an
other 5-1 defeat for the Raiders.
The lone bright spot for WSU
was Mike Baldemor, who was

able to pull out a very competitive three-set victory, 6-7, 6-2,
6-3.
Beside Baldemor, the rest of
the team was shut out as they
again lost 5-1.
With two losses this weekend, the Raiders record drops
below .500 at 5-7, but Wright
State is looking to the future.
The team. consists of only
four freshman and two juniors,
and they've only been playing at
the Division one level for two
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Raider golfers finish sec0nd
By BILL POTTER
Special Writer

Wright State finishes
one-stroke behind
the Boilermakers.
The 1995 Sultan's Run Intercollegiate March 23-25 turned out
to be a heartbreaker for the Wright
State men's golf team.

.
with a two-round total of 149. .
Also placing in the top IO was
sophomore Pete Samborsky, who
tied for seventh with a two-round
total score of 15 I.
Freshman Mike Jacks finished
in a tie for seventh with a tworound total of 153 for the Raiders.
The team as a whole played
two solid rounds fora strong finish
of 609, one stroke off Purdue's
two round total of 608.
The individual leader, Jeremy

to Head Coach Fred Jefferson.
"I am happy to see the younger
players continue stepping up to the
level they were playing," said
Jefferson. He also hopes to see his
veterans, like Jones, get back on
track as the season progresses.
Jefferson also stated while he
was happy with the second place
finish, he was going to be realistic.
"The competition level will increase dramatically in the next five
or six tournaments," said Jefferson.

Pu rd ue~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

'I

seasons.
"Were really young and were
gaining experience with each
match," said Head Coach Bill
James.

University
edged out
W right
State for a

Freshman Jason Snydersaid,
"We gained a lot of experience
overspringbreakinHiltonHead

n arr OW
one-S troke
victory.

and played some really good
competition. We just want to
build on that as the MCC (Midwestern Collegiate Conference)
tournament approaches."
The team will look to improve on their losing record this
week as they will take on Butler
tonight, in Indianapolis, and
Youngstown State University
this Saturday.

The Raid- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the team and
will give the
ers brought
home second place from a field of Senk from Purdue, had a two-round veterans a chance to get their game
total of 147, while Brian Merrill of back on par.
18 teams.
"We are a very young team, so
WSUfinishedaboveMidwest- Southern Indiana captured second
em Collegiate Conference com- place by defeating Western although I feel we are strong now,
petitors Xavier University and Kentucky's Brian Harris in the first we are definitely going to improve
Butler University.
hole of a playoff.
in the future," said Samborsky.
Wright State had three of the
The Raiders best returning
The Raiders will next compete
top nine individual golfers, includ- golfer from the fall, Kevin Jones, in the Marshall Invitational, playing freshman phenom Jon had a good first round, but then ing three rounds at Marshall Uni
Eggleton, who tied for fourth place struggled in the second, according versity, April 6-8.

'

am happy to see the younger players
•
continue stepping up to the level they
were playing."

-Fred Jefferson

r---------------------------------------,
I
I

I
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HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour:

*

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
Work out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.

*

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Jefferson's
views on the
team are positive. He thinks
the strong finish at Sultan's
Run will instill
confidence in
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For semns Autos, lllstlln9
Jobs, Rentals, IEYents Travel
and Servllces, turn to
The~uardllan Classllflleds

Serwjces
Apartment Needs Cleaned???
Call An Experienced Worker!!!
Call Lou at 873-8388 ... .I clean
everything ... including
the
bathroom!!!

Listen for Words of Wisdom from
Weeza. Every Tuesday Night 7IOpm on 106.9 fm. The best of
the 80's! Call with your requests
873-5555.

Renillns
AMY APAR1MENTS, VILLAGE
OF RIVERSIDE-Adjacent to Area
B, WPAFB, 4.8 mi. to WSU, 1
BdrmDlx,Mini-blinds, wwcarpet,
AC, 600 sq ft.; ample, Lighted
parking; quiet, secure area; on-site
Mgr. &Maint.,#11 &#23RTAbus
out Front. UNFURNISHED $350.00/mo. and up.

<i"UARDIAN

HOW STRONG ARE YOU? We
need men and women for a weight
lifting test. YOU' 11 be paid to use free
weights and a weight lifting machine.
Men: 5'-0" to 6'-8", Women: 4'-10"
to 6'-8". Weight proportionate to
height. Age: 18-35. You must be
injury-free, have no physical
limitations-, no current or re
occurring back or neck problems;
no hernias ever. We cannot use
women who are pregnant. For more
information call Judy at 255-3432.
HELPWANTED: FULLORPART
TIME: Coffehouse Barista.
Training & benefits. Apply at Boston
Stoker, 2624 Col. Glenn, University
Shoppes.

SERVICE

COUNTER

Greet customers, answer phones,
light paperwork. Flexible hours.
Apply in person. All Tune & Lube,
2015 Harshman Rd in Harshman
Station or call 237-5633.

Jobs

$1750 weekly possible mailing our
HELP wANTED: Post flyers on circulars. No experience required.
campus. Great pay. Flexible hours. Begin now. For info call 202-298Ca]] 1-800-KAP-TEST.
9372.
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Turner & Associates
~
WSU Bookstore
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~ Barbara Doyle, Massage Therapist ~
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for co~spon«>ring the Student Health/Peer 2 Peer Open
tiO\.Ule and other Wellneu Week Svents Feb. 27~Mar 3
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ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENTFishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206)5454155 ext A55703.
CRUISE
SHIPS
NOW
HIRING- Earn up $2,000+/
month working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies.
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal
and full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary.
For
more
information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C55703.
BREAKOUT! Marketing Research
Group looking for enthusiastic team
players who are looking for a career
opportunity. Will be trained and
travel is possible. Call for an
appointment. 434-9312
Earn $6-9/hr working outside
with other colJege students.
Training Provided_. Call Tim at
513-866-9516.

BLIMPIE SUBS & SALADS Is
Looking For Lunch Counter And
Delivery Help. 15-20 Hours/Week.
Apply In Person 2636 Colonel Glen
Hwy. Or Call 427-0075.
Make Big Profits! Sell fast-selling
imported items at swapmeets, retail
stores, parties, etc. Free Details.
Nationwide Distributors, POB 665TG, Inglewood, CA 90307-0665.

1

5

Call 87!1•55!17 for lnformatllon.
Student Rate: S2.00 fllrst 25 words.
Non-Student: S5.00 fllrst 2 5 words.
S 1.00 each addlltllonal 2 5 words. ·

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in private
sector grants & scholarships is
now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let
us help. CalJ Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F55701.
Accepting applications for
office and factory work. Full
and part time available. Please
apply
in
person.
ALI
INDUSTRIES
INC
611
YellowSprings-Fairfield Rd
Fairborn

RELOCATING
TO
A
MAJOR CITY AFTER
GRADUATION? Seeking
higher salary to pay off student
loans? Call 415-789-8379 (24
hrs.) for practical $20 booklet
showing how!

For Sale

,.

Beavercreek Ranch, lovely
neighborhood near shopping, WSU,
WPAFB, I-675,'walkto swim/tennis
club, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, hardwood
floors, spacious addition with extra
family room and closed-in porch.
Large Andersen windows and sliding
door to private deck, open floor plan
with southern exposure. Loaded with
extras. $129,500. 426-6812

MACINTOSH COMPUTER &
PRINTER. Complete system only
$499. Call Chris at 800-289-5685.

Personals
Chochi says, "Son of a Pup!"

Lllsc your ad lln
The Guardllan

THE CHOP HOUSE Come
join our team at Dayton's Best
Steak House. Interviewing M
F, 2-5 for fun, enthusiastic,
servers & greeters. Great $
Meal Benefits Insurance. 1163
Washington Village Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45459.

Trawel
Need a ride to and from the
Cincinnati or Dayton Airport
for Spring Break?? Call us,
DART AIRPORT SHUTTLE
at 299- 7906. Student discounts
available.
Group
rates
available.

i

~

Why?
Beeausewe
know when
you're in
college, you
need savings
wherever you
eanfindit...
and now you'll
find it here.
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Be a n1en1ber of the
student orientation temn!!
Applications available in Campus
Activities and Orientation
~
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Stop byW034
Student Union
or Student
Employment.

Eam While You Leam
SUMMER JOBS
Cedar Point has 3,500 summer jobs
available for 1995 to help you
gaip. valuable work experience
and build your resume.
Housing available for those 18 & older
Earn up to SS.30 an hour.

Panama City Beach,

FLORIDA

InteIViews will be held at:

The Finest Beachfront Properties '

Wright State University

THE BOARDWALK BEACH RESORT
Located next to Spinnaker
& Club La Vela

SUMMIT CO~'DOMil\1UMS
A.'111)

Student Union
Food Court
Thursday, April 6, 1995
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

No appointment necessa:ry. For more
information, call (419) 627-2245. EOE

~Pornt
AMUSEMENT PARK/RESORT

C0'.\1PLETE PACKAGES FR0'.11:

$149 Per Person
Includes daily beach parties, e\'ening club
parties with beverages, discounts and more.
Call now for details:

800-558-3002

r'iRAVELASSOCIATES
The leader in Student Ski
& Beach Tours since 1979

The Guardian

Wednesday, April 5, 1995
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Ablow
A pitch
Babies

Mall
Mn ■ age

Furniture

MHk
Newspaper

Packages
Pizza
Speech

Telegram
The goods
Ultimatum

Subpoena

EASY MONEY
Need bucks for books?
Donate Plasma

It'~
m

a-

0
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....
-·3

MEMBERWSU
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

EQUAL OPPORTUNrIY
HOUSING

MEADOWRUNAPAITTMENTS
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM APARfMENTS WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE OF WRIGHT STATE
***NEW! 4 PERSON OCCUPANCY!***
CALL 429-0891 FOR LEASING INFORMATION
BRING TI-IIS AD & HAVE $20 APPLlCATION FEE WAIVED!

Guardian

Classifieds.
all 873-5537 or
top byW016E,
Student Union.

Earn up to $55.00 in just 7 days.
Start saving now and help s~ve
others at the same time.

Hours

DARKSTAR

Mon.-Tiiurs. 6 a.m.
Fri. 6 a.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.

B<X>KS & CUMICS

New & Used Comics * Used Books
Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards
FREE Comic Book Subscription Service
10% Discount to WSU students
New Comics Every Wednesday at Noon!

ft)

The Guardian
Classifieds save you
LOTS OF TIME as
well as LOTS OF
MONEY. Whether
it's selling or
buying,advertising
a job or looking for
ajob,byThe

come in today and earn up to
*$30 for your 1st donation.

Dark Star I
237 Xenia Ave (Rt. 68)
Yellow Springs

Hills & Dales S.C. • Kettering

DarkStarm
1273 N. Fairfield Rd
Fairfield Plaza • Beavercreek

767-9400

293-7307

427-3213

Dark Star II
1410 W. Dorothy Lane

FRENCH, SPANISH
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

EASY ACCESS -

to 9:30 p.m.
to 9 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
to 5 p.m.

f~~ plasma alliance

iY''

"people helpingpeople"

165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Oh 45404

RTA Bus 22

THINK in the language. SPEAK confidently.
individual and small-group classes
Robin Melnick • 767-2372
143 Marshall Street • Yellow Springs, Ohio

*Applies to new and 6 month inactive donors.
Repeat bonus in effect for return donors.

The Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.)
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. ( They're funny
like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard®card. Then
you could use it to buy the things you really want.
And with these College MasterValues® coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.™
i
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SAVE25%ONTHEBEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CD
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FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)
Run away with savings and our shorts, too. Receive
FREE pair of shorts (a 523 value), when you pur
chase 565 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasterCard' card. Call 1-800-551-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRP-0720.
()ffcr v.ilid 2/1/95 to 51.lll'-'.5, Offer vah? only
COLLEGE
on purch~"'' using aMasterCard' ~.1rd. Coupon
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CRUISEANDSAVE,PLUS
:
RECEIVE A FREE FANNY PACK* I

Your college nng, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold, $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.

Cnuse the "f0un Ships~"and save up to $400 per
cabm on 3 or 4-day cruises when you use your
MasterCard' card. Cru1s.: for <IS little as $2')9 per
person. 3rd and 4th passengers cruise FR.EE! C.111
1-800-352-.'>454 tor mformation ,md hookmg,.
West CoJ t t,11lc:1 dial 1 -800-633-0220.

Otkr valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid
onlyonpunha!il"~u,.1ng:.&M.l~terC..1rd'c1rd

A,:,k tor CUI I I:( ,I M.mcrV,ilues 1 S 1vm~! Offi:r v.1hd 011 ,rk-UL·d uhu~
through 199:), t1nhd.1y bl.1d-.011t-. .1pply Mu,t hook hy ;n1 1h Otkr ~hd
only on pmch,m.'1 u,ing a M:i: tcr( .ml' c;lrd R:iti: .uc per p~non. Jouhk
t1ttu1,.1nc.:y. t·ru1\C' onlyw1tht11racid-tl1t ,1V.l1fabl~

SAVE UP TO $120

COLLEGE

i

TIIE\10!,iPOl'lL\R(RllSt-,LI\U\Tllt,\\ORLll',

Coll•g•Jml,y

C) ;~f~;:~)1J!:!t~,~i•::i,~~bk~cs C- )
~\~
~ur~~:,~ usi:,~: J::ce~~• ~;,/~)ffc; ,~:~1~;1
Ix• combined wnh any other offer or iliscoum

I

:

Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1962
to 1966 (26 hits mcluding: A Hard Day's Night,
Ticket To Ride and Help) or the Blue album, 1967
to 1970 ( 28 hits including: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band, All You Need Is Love, and
Revolution). Buy one 2-CD set for 525 .98 (a 531.98
value) or get the pair of CD sets for 547.98. To
order call 1-800-313-3323

1~r--.ni.-:..y-r-,.1
~~111\'Ct.l«

i

:

0

Coupon may not be combined w1lh .my
otlm coupon or di,counL Offer tloe, nm

C- )
COLLEGE

l'ort ,harg,.-,11<·c< .111d tax.-. ,trc•dd111un,l. t)tln
,ul,J<"U Ill ,l\"Ul.1h1hty .md '"" comb111ahl w1th
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Pier1 imports·
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forachange

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

purchases ;m<l annot be used to purchase Gift

f'\l I cr:r

Offer valid only on purchases using a
M.m~rC;ud• ca rd. Offer VOid where
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Offer Not Vahd Without This Coupon
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1995 MasterCard International Incorporated
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SAVE UP TO 25%

Coupon
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50% Off Film Developing
Hold on to the good times and yo ur money, too.
MotoPhoto... the best place for better pictures gu.iranteed! Take 50'.¼', off the regular pnce of prot:e ,mg
and printing when you use your MasterCard~ card

er valid 2/1/95. to 5/31/95. Olli.er vahd only

on purchases using a MasterCard" card. Offer
may not be combined wtth any other offer or

1 t~':'~-e~~:~~t~et U.S. residents only.

Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1.
.
Offer and coupon vahd 2/1/95 ,o 5/31/95. C,1'h rcdempt1<rn v,Jue
1/20. Offer vahd only on purrham usmg • M,l\tnCJrd' <Jrd l urnt
Wllh any other offm. Offer vahd on C-41
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COLLEGE

1

Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95 Offer \Jahd

I

only on purchasesusing a M,sterC.1rd' card
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process, 35 mm film, and stJ.ndard size print\

~-~

only. Offer valtd at partll"lp.Umg stores only.

" · -~

Offer Noc Vahd Without Thi~ Coupon.

:

1
49 Off A Special
:
,
12-Week Subscription
: Invest in your future and stay on top of current <level1 opments with The Wall Streetjoimwl. For a limited
I
time only, pay just 523 for a 12-week subscription
to the nation's leading business publication. To take
advantage of this special offer, call 1-800-348-35 55
and please refer to source key 75NE.

ru=r-

one coupon per customer. C.mnot be combined

OCOI..LEGE0
-

:: THE lmLL
nil STREET JOURNAL. ::

Show the special people in your life how much
I you care! Save 20% on all floral arrangements and
: gift baskets of$ 28 _45 or more, and get 25% off a
1 dozen roses when you use your MasterCard® card.
1 Call 1-800-THE-ROSE before 1pm and have your
1
special gi fit delivere d th e same d ay.
Offer vahd 211195 to 5131195_Offer valid only on purchases u<ing a
MmerCar~ card. Offer vahd on products pnced 528.45 or more.
Applicable sales tax and service charges are addiaonal COLLEGE
1
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1 ':,t;~~~~tc~!~~;i!:f ~:'.{e~ns!~~;cnes
I Sunday dehvery not guaranteed
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hSOO-THE ROSE~

w

Video vl~lues _Jdu. st for dy~)ll! Enjoy_ a fu!Allsleledction of
top-qua 1ty v1 eos at 1scount pnces.
v1 eos are
priced at 59.95 or Jess and are 100% satisfaction guardA
d
·d FREE h
antee . ct now an get one VI eo
w en you
buy three and use your MasterCard" card. Call
1-800-862-7100 for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues'- offer.
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Offer Not Vahd W11hout Th,s Coupon
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Here's music to your ears ... save 52 on one CD or
cassette priced 58. 99 or more when you use your
MasterCard~ card. One 52 discount per coupon.
COUPON #493
Offer and coupon vahd 211/95 to 5/31/95 Offer vahd only on pur~~:~e~~~~! ;r:Ji~~~~;i,a;~x~e~•~~ r~:~~t~e;•~i~;;nvalue 1/20 Offer
may not be combined w11h any other d,srount
Lunn one ( Dor cassette per order Excludes
COi.LEGE
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Cerofiotes
Coupon IS not valid in combmaoon
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GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes.
I You could use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply both.
]0111 the club ...and save 4()0/o off the 525, three-year mem- : We'll take 15% off your total purchase of all regular
bership fee when you use your MasterCard®card. Enioy ' price items, from colorful pillows to fun framed art.
"
discounts of up to 50% on contact lenses, glasses, designer
All th e supplies school calls for, plus 15% off when
you use your MasterCarde card at Pier 1.
Sunglasses and much more at "Amen·ca's #1 VISI.·on Care
Offer and coupon valid 2/1/95 to 5/31195. Offer valid only on purchases
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
using aMasterCard' card. Offer vahd on regular pnced merchandise only,
mention offer #101.
excludescle.,r.mce and sale ,rems, dcLvery and other service charges.Coupon
must be redeemed at the ame of purchase. Offer does not apply <o pnor
:

Save 40010
7C

Offer and cou pon valid 2/1 /95 lO 5/31 /95.
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THE SHARPER IMAliE 7
SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT :
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE :

Shoppmg 1s easy at Amenca's premier specialty retailer 1
, of gifi:, fitness, recreaaonal, travel, apparel and more.
:
Use your MasterCard' card and save 15% on a pur,
chase of575 or more when you shop at any one of
:
1
our 70 store locations or by nm! order. Call 1-8001
344 4444 , 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to 6nd th e
:
store nearest you or for a FREE catalog.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31195. Offer vahd only on purch•"' u"ng a
I
~:~~,';:i':ntrt;c~)u~~;t
f.~o~~;~ ;:;~~~:~h~,~ 1:~:,~~
:
,uwon purch.ise;, or other d,srnum, or promouom
Not vahd on purchase of gift <ert,ficate or on
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~ Coupon Required POS CODE H _______________ ~

